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1. The Subject and Aims of Research
Major research directions include three parts: SOPC-based embedded system
design, SOPC-based hardware/software Systems for Computer Vision, and Linux-based
software system design. Currently, the major research topics include PTHREAD-based
microkernel design, design of on-chip system bus for a SOPC-based embedded

system, embedded file system, image preprocessing, image matching, and
computing systems for Hough transform.
2. Related Recent Research Topics
(a) Design of a SOPC-based real-time microkernel: The related researches include
two major parts. The first part is related to the design of the logic layer for
a PTHREAD-based real-time microkernel. In this microkernel system
programs are designed according to the standard of POSIX threads. The
second part is related to the design of the physical layer of the real-time
microkernel. The related system architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: the system architecture of a PTHREAD-based real-time microkernel.

(b) Design of an on-chip system bus for a SOPC-based embedded system: The
related researches include three major parts. The first part is related to the design
of a control protocol for the system bus. The second part is to design embedded
RAM and peripheral components, and integrate them with the system bus. The
third part is to design a JTAG-based testing system with BIST capability. The
related system architecture is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: the architecture diagram of a SOPC-based embedded bus system.
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